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Abstract: The incorporation of heteroatoms into hydro-
carbon compounds greatly expands the chemical space
of molecular materials. In this context, B� N doping
takes a center stage due to its isosterism with a C=C-
bond. Herein, we present a new and modular synthetic
concept to access novel diazadiborabenzo-
[b]triphenylenes 7a–h using the B� N doped biradical 16
as intermediate. Characterization of the photophysical
properties revealed the emission spectra of the diazadi-
bora benzo[b]triphenylenes 7a–h can conveniently be
tuned by small changes of the substitution on the boron-
atom. All of the diazadibora compounds show a short
life-time phosphorescence. Additionally, we were able
to rationalize the excited-state relaxation of the diazadi-
boraacene 7a via intersystem crossing by quantum
chemical calculations. The new synthetic strategy pro-
vides an elegant route to various novel B� N doped
acenes with great potential for applications in molecular
materials.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have received
noteworthy attention in materials research due to their
application potential, e.g. in organic light emitting diodes
(OLEDs),[1] organic field-effect transistors (OFETs),[2] or
solar cells.[3] This is inter alia related to their versatile
structure dependent properties and their modular synthetic
access.[4] Further, the implementation of boron in PAHs was
shown to lead to new exceptional optoelectronic
materials.[5,6] By introducing one boron and one nitrogen
next to each other in PAHs, the resulting compounds are
isosteric and isoelectronic to the all-carbon analogue (B� N/

C=C isosterism). This does however introduce, a dipole
moment in the PAH, which can significantly influence the
solid-state structure as well as electronic and optoelectronic
properties but the existing molecular structural features are
maintained. These changes are due to the modification of
the gap between the highest occupied and lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO), as well as the
intermolecular interactions in the solid state.[5,7]

Pioneers of this concept were Dewar et al.,[8] who already
presented the synthesis of various diazadibora-analogues of
pyrene and anthracene 1 in the 1950s and 1960s (Figure 1).[9]

In addition, they also presented the synthesis of azabora-
naphthalene and phenanthrene, in which the isoelectronic
B� N moieties replaced C=C positions at the perimeter of
the compounds. Notwithstanding of the useful properties of
B,N doped acenes and their role in PAH chemistry, it took
over 50 years until parental BN isosteres of higher acenes,
besides the bicyclic naphthalene, have been reported.[10] For
example, in 2014 Chrostowska and co-workers showed a
new synthesis to implement B� N moieties in anthracene
systems and the properties of these B,N-anthracenes 2.[11] In
2021, Tian et al. reported a novel synthesis of 9,9a-B,N
anthracene derivatives 3 along with its photophysical
properties.[12]

In most cases of B,N-PAHs the B� N units are spatially
separated by multiple carbon bonds. In this way, separated
polar bonds are implemented in the molecules leading
mostly to a weak additional dipole moment. However, when
the two B� N bonds are, connected via the N-atoms, in the
molecular structure, the combined polar bonds should lead
to a stronger overall dipole moment of the molecule. The
first synthesis of such diazadiboracenes were reported by
Siebert and co-worker with the example of the 2,3,1,4-
diazadibora naphthalenes 4 in 1978.[13] Piers and co-workers
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Figure 1. Selection of six-membered BN isosteres of anthracene and
BN isosteres of PAHs with a C2B2N2 core.
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reported the same pattern incorporated inside a tripheny-
lene unit.[14,15] They investigated the synthesis and the
photophysical properties of diazadiboratriphenylene 5. By
introducing different diazines to their boron precursor they
were able to alter the photophysical and electronic proper-
ties of these compounds. In addition, they observed short
B**N intermolecular coordination in crystal structure. This
strengthened the (π)-stacking of the triphenylene 5, which
could lead to better electron transport in electronic materi-
als.

Recently, our group reported a synthetic route to
diazadiboranaphthalenes 6 and investigated their photo-
physical properties.[16] In these studies, we were able to show
that the diazadiboranaphthalenes 6 exhibits two solvent-
dependent emissions, and the one at longer wavelength was
attributed to a twisted intramolecular charge transfer
(TICT). This TICT behavior was supported by computations
and matrix-isolation experiments. Furthermore, in 2017 we
showed the synthesis and properties of a B,N-based stable
biradical 16.[17] Interestingly, we could demonstrate by
1H NMR spectroscopy that in the presence of a competing
ligand, such as pyridine, the second coordination of the
benzo[c]cinnoline (15) is reversible in solution and in
equilibrium with pyridine. However, the diazadiborabenzo-
[b]triphenylene backbone was only observed spectroscopi-
cally and could not be isolated.

Herein, we present the preparation and investigation of
novel diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylenes 7a–h. We started
first with the synthesis goal of an air-stable diazadibora
benzo[b]triphenylene. In general, there are two possible
strategies to stabilize a trivalent boron in PAHs. The first
one is the “principle of structural constraint”.[18] In this
approach, the boron is stabilized by embedding it into the
inner part of PAHs. As a result, tetra-coordinated adducts
of the boron become unfavorable and C� B bond cleavage is
prevented by the chelating effect. The other approach
method is the “principle of steric shielding”.[19] Herein, bulky
substituents (e.g. mesityl-groups) are attached to the boron,
which leads to kinetic protection.[20] To not extend the π-
system and to prevent changes to the molecular structure,
we chose the method of steric shielding to stabilize the
diazadiboraacene in our design.

We planned the synthesis of the mesitylated diazadibora
benzo[b]triphenylene 7a by firstly cutting the molecule in
three synthetic parts: the diazine, the mesitylene and the
boron backbone (Scheme 1). For the diazine moiety we
relied on the benzo[c]cinnoline (15), which is commercially
available and has been crucial in the preparation of the
radical 16. In contrast, the mesitylene part and the boron
backbone have to be synthesized (Scheme 2).

For the boron backbone we chose the bis-BCl2-benzene
10 as intermediate. Therefore, 1,2-dibromobenzene (8) was
transformed in a Grignard reaction with Mg and TMSCl to
the bis-TMS-benzene 9 in a yield of 34% (Scheme 2).[21] For
the next step, we prepared a solution of bis-TMS-benzene 9
in dry DCM under Schlenk conditions in a pressure tube.
The solution was cooled down to 0 °C and treated with 1 M

solution of BCl3 in DCM, sealed and heated to 95 °C for five
days.[22] After removing the solvent and distillation of the

crude bis-BCl2-benzene 10 was obtained in 53%. For the
mesitylene part, copper mesitylene 12 was chosen due to its
selectivity for mono-substitution on boron atoms. Com-
pound 12 was synthesized from bromomesitylene 11 by
forming the Grignard reagent in situ followed by quenching
with CuCl in THF solution. This provided the copper
mesitylene 12 in a yield of 31%.[23] In the next step, the
boron backbone was combined with the mesitylene part by
adding the bis-BCl2-benzene 10 to the copper mesitylene 12
in a toluene solution. After purification, the mesitylated bis-
BCl-benzene 13 was isolated in a good yield of 71%. In the
last step, the benzo[c]cinnoline (15) should be added to the
mesitylated bis-BCl-benzene 13 to first form the correspond-
ing Lewis adduct and ideally after a reduction the mesity-
lated diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a should be ob-
tained. Therefore, the mesitylated bis-BCl-benzene 13 and
benzo[c]cinnoline (15) were stirred in THF at room temper-
ature for 12 h. Then, KC8 was used as reducing agent.
However, the desired product 7a was not observed.[24] In
addition, the transformation was attempted with Lewis acids
e.g. AlCl3 but this was unsuccessful,

[25] probably due to steric
reasons. In an attempt to circumvent this problem, we tried
to replace the chloride on the boron by a hydride using
LiAlH4.

[26] The salt was filtered off and benzo[c]cinnoline

Scheme 1. Cut of the diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a in three
synthetic parts.

Scheme 2. Unsuccessful synthetic attempt to obtain the mesitylated
diazadibora benzo[b]triphenylene 7a.
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(15) was added to the filtrate. Additionally, TMSCl was
added to this reaction mixture to form the corresponding
borane in situ. Unfortunately, in this altered approach the
desired product was also not observed. Only the starting
materials could be re-isolated.

As our initial strategy was not successful, we planned to
establish the B� N connection of the molecule first and
stabilize the scaffold afterwards by addition of the mesity-
lene component. We envisioned to exploit the equilibrium
between the biradical 16 and 17 with respect to the
coordination of a second benzo[c]cinnoline (15)
(Scheme 3).[17] The synthesis commences with the prepara-
tion of lithium o-phenylbisborate 14 from the 1,2-dibromo-
benzene (8) via 1,2-bis(pinacolboryl)benzene according to
the literature.[26] By treating the solution of lithium o-
phenylbisborate 14 and benzo[c]cinnoline (15) with TMSCl
the biradical 16 was formed, which is indicated by a dark
green color. Then, the reaction mixture was treated with the
mesityl Grignard reagent 18a to capture the diazadibora
unit from the equilibrium. This strategy was successful and
provided the desired mesitylated diazadiborabenzo-
[b]triphenylene 7a. During this procedure the colour of the
mixture turned from dark green to dark red. After
concentration, the crude product was extracted with toluene.
By overlaying the yellow toluene extract with methanol, the
mesitylated diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a crystallized
overnight as a yellow solid in a yield of 23%. By 1H NMR
experiments we could show the diazadibora 7a to be air-
stable in a THF-d8 solution over 24 h (see Supporting
Information for details). With an efficient modular synthesis
approach in hand, we set out to test the scope of the strategy
in terms of boron substitution. Therefore, we explored
different aryl Grignard reagents 18b–h with the same
reaction set up. In this way, we could synthesize diazadibora
derivatives 7b–h. Due to their air and moisture sensitivity,
they could not be purified by precipitation from the solution
with methanol. The reaction mixture was therefore concen-

trated and the impurities were sublimated out of the crude
mixture. The remaining solid was extracted with DCM and
the combined extracts were concentrated under reduced
pressure. In this way, the diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylenes
7b–h were obtained as pale-yellow solids in yields of 22–
37%. In a similar fashion the diaza part as well as the o-
phenylbisborate can be altered to provide a comprehensive
overview of this new class of extended B,N-PAHs, which
will be part of future studies.

The UV/Vis spectrum of 7a (solid black line) is shown in
comparison to the spectrum of the carbon analogue, benzo-
[b]triphenylene (19), (solid red line) in Figure 2 (2.0×10� 5 M

in DCM). One of the absorption maxima of 7a is blue-
shifted (λmax=248 nm) and the other maxima is red-shifted
(λmax=350 nm) in comparison to the benzo[b]triphenylene
(19) (λmax=277 & 289 nm). Additionally, we also investi-
gated the absorption spectrum in THF and n-hexane, which
resulted in very similar spectra (see Supporting Information
for details). Hence, the polarity of the solvents has no
significant influence on the absorption maxima of diazadi-
bora 7a. The UV/Vis spectra of the diazadibora derivatives
7b–h are congruent with the spectra of 7a (see Supporting
Information for details). Furthermore, we also measured the
emission spectra of 7a (dotted black line) and for compar-
ison also of the carbon analogue benzo[b]triphenylene
(dotted red line). For the diazadibora 7a we observed a red-
shifted emission band (λem.=494 & 580 nm) after excitation
at 350 nm in comparison to the carbon analog, exhibiting an
unusual large Stokes shift of 144 (1.0 eV) and 230 nm
(1.4 eV).

The emission intensity of 7a at 580 nm correlates linearly
with the concentration range from 1.0×10� 5 to 5.0×10� 5 M.

Scheme 3. Synthesis of diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylenes 7a–h, starting
from lithium o-phenylbisborate 14 and benzo[c]cinnoline (15).

Figure 2. Comparison of the absorption and emission spectra of the
mesitylated diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a and benzo-
[b]triphenylene (19). UV/Vis spectra of the mesitylated
diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a (solid black line) and benzo-
[b]triphenylene (19) (solid red line) both in a concentration of
2.0×10� 5

M in DCM. The emission spectra of the diazadiborabenzo-
[b]triphenylene 7a (dotted black line) and 7h (dotted blue line) excited
ar 350 nm in a concentration of 5.0×10� 4

M in DCM, and benzo-
[b]triphenylene (19) (dotted red line) excited at 277 nm (2.5×10� 6 M in
DCM).
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However, at higher concentrations this relationship does not
hold true (see Supporting Information for details) indicating
concentration-dependent quenching. The unchanged emis-
sion profile at lower concentrations does not indicate
excimer formation.[27] Furthermore, we also investigated the
emission in different solvents with different polarities (see
Supporting Information for details), such as THF, DCM,
cyclohexane and n-hexane, and compared them at a
concentration of 5.0×10� 5 M and an excitation wavelength of
350 nm. The lowest emission intensity was observed in THF.
With decreasing polarity of the solvent, the emission
intensity increased with the highest emission observed in n-
hexane. However, the wavelength of the emission maxima
did not change with different solvent polarity. This observa-
tion indicates that the dipole moment within the molecules
are relatively small due to competing effects of the B� N π-
bonding and the difference in electronegativity. Also, the
quantum yield was determined to be ΦF=0.3% for the
diazadibora benzo[b]triphenylene 7a in cyclohexane (see
Supporting Information for details).

The diazadiboracompounds 7b–h differ in their photo-
physical properties from 7a. The results are summarized in
Table 1. All spectra were measured at a concentration of
5.0×10� 4 M in DCM and excited at 300 or 350 nm. Upon
excitation with 350 nm, the emission sprectra of 7b–h exhibit
maxima from 422 to 474 nm and only 7h shows a dual
emission band (Figure 2 – dotted blue line). Quantum yields
between 1.0 and 8.1% in cyclohexane could be observed for
7b–h (see Supporting Information for details), which are
considerably higher than for 7a. After excitation at 300 nm,
the emission maxima of 7b–h range from 328 to 480 nm.
Additionally, 7c & 7d have three emission maxima. But
none of them has a large Stokes shift as 7a.

This observation could be due to the twisted C2B2N2

core of 7a (see crystal structure - Figure 3). The steric
hinderance of the mesityl groups prevents the core of 7a to
be flat and may thus also inhibit the photochemical
relaxation pathway. This is in agreement with the studies of
Lu et al. in 2019,[16] who showed that, the large Stokes shift
is due to the twisting of the C2B2N2 core in the diazadibor-
anapthalenes 6 in the excited state, which can be prevented
in different matrices. Interestingly, our phosphorescence
measurements showed a short-lived phosphorescence of all
diazadiboratriphenyles 7a–h between 12.5 and 15.0 msec
(see Supporting Information for details). Additionally, the
emission of 7a–h can also be triggered with excitation

wavelengths of 302 and 365 nm (see Supporting Information
for details). Addionally, we monitored the emission proc-
esses of 7a–h depending on exciation wavelengths of 300,
350, 380 and 400 nm. Herein, it could be shown that
depending on the substitution on the boron-atom individual
emission parthways are preffered with increasing excitation
wavelengths (see Supporting Information for details).

Quantum chemical calculations at the DFT/CAM-
B3LYP level showed a good agreement between the
computed ground-state equilibrium structure and the exper-
imental crystal structure (Figure 3) with bond lengths
varying by less than 0.01 Å and dihedral angles by less than
2°.[28] Subsequent calculations of the excited electronic states
at TDDFT/CAM-B3LYP level yielded a computed UV/Vis
spectrum (Figure 4), which also resembles the experimental
one closely, albeit being blue shifted by approx. 0.5 eV due
to missing solvation and vibronic effects.

The first peak of the UV/Vis spectrum consists of the
first two singlet excited states S1 (4.11 eV) and S2 (4.29 eV).
The corresponding detachment and attachment densities
(Figure 5) characterize both as ππ* excitations, in which
electron density is transferred from the central BN building
block to the outer π systems of the central building block.
The energetically lowest-lying triplet excited state T1 has an
excitation energy of 3.25 eV and corresponds to a ππ*
excitation within the biphenylic building block of the central
moiety (see Figure 5). Excitation energies and the corre-
sponding detachment and attachment densities of energeti-

Table 1: Overview of the photophysical properties of 7a–h excited at 300 and 350 nm in DCM, and the corresponding quantum yields of 7a–h in
cyclohexane.

Compound Emission maxima ex. 300 nm [nm] Emission maxima ex. 350 nm [nm] Quantum Yield ΦF [%]

7a 420, 490 & 560 494 & 580 0.3
7b 427 480 1.0
7c 328, 376 & 480 480 2.2
7d 340, 378 & 486 420 3.4
7e 381 478 4.2
7 f 381 432 2.4
7g 416 441 8.1
7h 422 422 & 474 2.8

Figure 3. Experimental crystal structure of the diazadibora 7a crystal-
lized with 1,2-dichloroethane (CCDC 2204514).
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cally higher-lying states are given in the Supporting
Information.

Further investigations showed a good agreement be-
tween the computed phosphorescence energy of 2.29 eV
corresponding to an emission wavelength of 541 nm and λmax

of the experimental phosphorescence band at 575 nm. For
this objective, the vertical decay energy has been computed
at the equilibrium geometry of the T1 state. To rationalize
the occurrence of phosphorescence, possible intersystem
crossing pathways from the singlet into the triplet state
manifold need to be considered. According to Fermi’s
Golden rule, crossing rates are particularly high at points of
state crossings, where the singlet and triplet states are
energetically degenerate. Then ISC rates can be large
despite small spin-orbit coupling elements.

Upon photoexcitation and internal conversion, the S1

state is populated at the equilibrium geometry of the ground
state, i.e. the Franck–Condon point on the S1 surface. At
this geometry, six triplet excited states are found to lie
energetically below the S1 state. During relaxation into its
equilibrium geometry, the S1 drops drastically in energy, and
at the S1 equilibrium geometry only one triplet state is
found energetically lower than S1 (Table 2). In other words,
the PES of the S1 crosses those of five triplet states during
the initial relaxation. As described above, each of these
singlet-triplet crossings allow in principle for ISC into the
triplet manifold even though the spin-orbit coupling ele-
ments are small at TDDFT level computed at the Franck–
Condon geometry as well as at the relaxed S1 geometry.
Once arrived in the triplet manifold, the molecules will
continue to relax into the T1 minimum and decay via the
observed phosphorescence.

Additionally, the diazadiboratriphenylene 7a was elec-
trochemically characterized and cyclic voltammetry meas-
urements in DCM showed an irreversible oxidation wave at
+1.31 (vs SCE). During CV measurements, no reduction
wave was observed (see Supporting Information for details).

In summary, we presented a novel synthetic strategy to
access diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a–h via biradical
16 as key intermediate. Thereby, we exploited the equili-
brium of the coordination of the second benzo[c]cinnoline
(15) of the biradical 16. By addition of Grignard reagents
18a–h, we were able to successfully access the
diazadiborabenzo[b]triphenylene 7a–h. We investigated the
absorption, emission and excitation spectra of the novel
diazadiboraacene 7a–h. In contrast to diazadiboratripheny-
lene derivatives 5 from Jaska et al., which shows mainly a
yellow-orange emission with maxima between 521 and

Figure 4. Computed UV/Vis absorption spectrum of the diazadiboraa-
cene 7a.

Figure 5. Detachment and attachment densities of the S1, S2 and T1 of
the diazadiboraacene 7a at the ground-state equilibrium geometry.

Table 2: Excitation energies for the lowest excited states of 7a computed at the equilibrium geometries of the electronic ground state S0, and the
first excited singlet and triplet states S1 and T1, respectively.

S0 eq. geometry S1 eq. geometry T1 eq. geometry
State ω [eV] State ω [eV] State ω [eV]

T1 3.25 T1 1.84 T1 2.29
T2 3.53 S1 2.20 T2 3.05
T3 3.72 T2 2.70 S1 3.24
T4 3.86 T3 3.23 T3 3.53
T5 3.88 T4 3.35 T4 3.75
T6 4.05 S2 3.38 S2 3.76
S1 4.12 T5 3.55 T5 3.84
T7 4.18 T6 3.60 T6 3.87
T8 4.20 S3 3.78 T7 3.92
S2 4.29 T7 3.86 T8 3.99
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586 nm, we could show that the diazadiborabenzo-
[b]triphenylene 7a–h have mainly a blue or green emission
with maxima between 328 and 494 nm.[14] The quantum
yields are in a similar range like those of diazadiboratriphe-
nylene derivatives 5. Only the quantum yield of 7a, which
has a similar emission maximum as 5, is lower. In compar-
ison with the azaboraanthracence 3, which has an emission
maximum of 447 nm, we could show that a larger dipole
moment in the molecule does in general not lead to a larger
Stokes shift.[12] We could demonstrate that small changes at
the boron-attached aryl-ring can have a significant influence
on the emission properties. Additionally, the emission could
be assigned to short life-time phosphorescence. The exact
relaxation of the different derivates 7a–h will be inves-
tigated in future studies. In conclusion, we synthesized novel
B,N benzo[b]triphenylenes with tunable emission properties
via a highly modular synthetic route, giving access to a new
class of B,N-PAHs with promising potential as molecular
materials.
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